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UK BIM Alliance Technology Group

Bringing the software and hardware partners for digital construction together

- The Technology Group is unique to the Alliance. As a group they meet on a quarterly basis to share the latest Industry trends and discuss and share their challenges.
- The Technology Group are a powerful resource for the Industry to use as a Technology Specialist advisor group.
buildingSMART UK&I (bSUUKI)

• The plan is to re-energise the UK and Ireland chapter of buildingSMART

• A Steering Group has been formed
  • Casey Rutland, Emma Hooper, David Owens and Nick Nesbit

• bSUUKI Forum taking place on March 31st
  • OPEN to everyone
  • Want & need you to get involved

• New webpage and communications to follow
UK BIM Alliance Affiliates

• The Affiliates programme aims to bring together the main professional institutions and trade associations to work across their silos, deliver consistent messaging and allow us to reach as far wider audience. We see Affiliates and Communities working side by side as the two key Engagement activities that can really make a difference on the journey to business as usual.

• Affiliates Group comprises of Garry Fannon, John Adams, Maxine Beadle, Steve Faulkner, Gary Morton, Nick Leach and Andrew Gamblen
UK BIM Alliance Communities

- Leadership team created comprising of Duncan Reed, Nigel Davis, Jason Whittall, Mike Turpin, Hadeel Saadoon, Steve Faulkner, Craig Hardingham, Christine Gausden with support from Pam Bhandal

- BIM Regions group to be re-branded as UKBIMA group: BIM Regions East becomes UKBIMA_East

- Each UKBIMA Region & BIM4 group to have a dedicated contact from leadership team for support & guidance

- New charter has been created and will be shared through meetings set up for each Community group
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BIM Inspiration Day
The UK BIM Alliance – a reminder
It’s YOU.

Our work is for the industry, by the industry.
Take the first fundamental step on your digital transformation journey…

✓ Trusted independent leadership
✓ Mobilising the community
✓ Enabling practical implementation
✓ Common understanding, common approach, one voice
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10 things you need to know about the UK BIM Alliance…

- It’s YOU, the industry.
- With projects managed by the Exec Team.
- It’s open. Anyone can be a part of it.
- It’s funded by Patrons & Strategic Partners.
- To promote BIM as ‘business as usual’.

- There’s a regional hub near YOU.
- Or a BIM4 group specific to YOU.
- Look out for our Ambassadors!
- And connect with others.
- Use (or contribute to) guidance we publish.
So... what is BIM?

At its very simplest, BIM is a PROCESS,

Of defining, creating and delivering structured data and documents,

For the lifecycle of built environment assets.
UK BIM FRAMEWORK
The overarching approach to Implementing BIM in the UK
• To develop an approach to digital transformation, which allows us to understand and have control over the shift from analogue to digital

• To demonstrate semi-automated and then automated processes in scalable way

• To develop open, shareable standards which allow for checkable, repeatable, improvable processes
Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance

• Guidance is developing to support each released standard within the ISO 19650 series.

• Guidance is published in multiple editions to reflect the incremental development plus catering for edits and wider industry feedback.

• Guidance is available free of charge via [https://ukbimframework.org/](https://ukbimframework.org/)

• Your participation is welcomed:
  • You can participate in development of guidance content and/or review
  • Please let us have your feedback on released guidance

guidancefeedback@ukbimalliance.org
Important dates for your diary

Assemble  
31st March (am)  
Virtual/online

Q1 Forum  
31st March (pm)  
Virtual/online

20th May  
Leeds

For a list of event details throughout the year visit  
www.ukbimalliance.org/news-events/
Get Involved – Volunteer Today!

UK-BIM-Alliance.slack.com

@UKBIMAlliance

ukbimalliance.org

ukbimalliance.org/newsletter/

info@ukbimalliance.org
Questions and Answers
Thank you!